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\Ve present a randomized construction of linear-time encodablc and decodablc codes 
LhaL can Lran:;miL over lm;:;y channel:; a.L raLe::; exLremely do:;e Lo ca.pa.cily. The encoding 
and decoding algorithms for these codes have fast and simple software implementations. 
Partial implPmPntations of our algorithms arP fastPr by ordPrs of magnitudP than thP 
be~L ~oft.wa.re implemenLaLiom of a.ny previou~ a.lgoriLluu for Lhi:; problem. \Ve expecl 
these codes will be extremely useful for applications such as real-time audio and video 
Lra.n::;mi:;~ion over Lhe InLernel, where lo:;~y channel:; a.re common anJ fasL decoding i:; 
a requirernent. 

DPspitP thP simplicity of tlw algorithms, thPir dPsign and analysis arP mathPmati
cally inLrica.Le . The Je::;ign require:; Lhe careful choice of a. random irregular biparliLe 
graph, where the structure of the irregular graph is extremely important. \Ve model the 
progre::;:; of Lhe decoding a.lgoriLluu by a. ~el of JifferenLial eq ua.Lion:;. The :;oluLion Lo 
these equations can then be expressed as polynomials in one variable with coefficients 
dPtPrminPd by t hP graph strmtmP. Ha.<iPd on tlwsP polynomials, >YP dPsign a graph 
~Lruct.ure Lha.L guaranLee~ ~ucce~::;ful decoding wiLh high probabiliLy. 
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1 Introduction 

In man.y corrm1m1icalion silualions, data is lost. in transit.. A standard response to this 

problem is to request retransmission of data. that is not received. When some of this 

retransmission is lost, another request is made, and so on. Sur,h u>rnmunir,ation protor,ols 

can lead to delays due to the need for several rounds of communication bet>veen sender and 
receiver. 

An alternat.i vc solu t.ion, ol'lcn called fonuanl er"ror·-cmTtclion in lhe net working lilcr

ature, is sometimes desirable: Suppose an application sends a. real-time stream of data. 

symbols that is partitioned and transmitted in logical units of blor,ks.1 Furthermore, sup

pose the network experiences transient and unpredictable losses of a.t most a p fraction of 
symbols out of each block. The folluwing insurance policy can be used to tradeoff the effects 
of such uncontrollable losses on lhe recei vcr fm cont.rolla.bk degradation in qualit..y. Suppose 

originally a. parlicula.r block consists of n data symbols. Inslcad of sending a message of n 

data symbols, send a. message of only (I - p)n data. symbols, by either selecting the most 

important pMts from the original data. stream and omitting the rema.i nder, or by generating 

a slightly lo-wer quality stream at a. ( 1-p) fraction of the original rate. Fill out the block to 
its original length of n >vith pn redundant (check) symbols. This scheme provides optimal 
loss prolcct.ion if the (1- p}n symbols in the message can all be recovered from any set of 
(I- p)n rer,eived symbols from the block. Such a. scheme can be used a.s the ba.sir, building 

blor,k for the more robust and general protection scheme desnibed in [l]. 

The problem is to design fast enough encoding and decoding algorithms to make this 
solution feasible. In this paper, >ve present codes that can be encoded and decoded in linear 
lime while providing ncar oplimalloss protection. }foreover, these linear lime algorilhms 
can be implemented lo run very quickly in sol'l 'Narc. 

Our results hold whether each symbol is a single bit or a. pad:et of many bits. We 

a.ssume that the rer,eiver knows the position of each received symbol within the strea.m of 

all encoding symbols. This is appropriate for the Internet, where packets are indexed. \Ve 
adopt as our model of losses the erasure channel, introduced by Elias [fi], in which each 
encoding s.ymbol is losl >vith a Iixed consla.nt probabilit.,'l' pin transit indepcndenl of all lhe 
other symbols. This a.ssu m ption is not a.ppropria,te for the Internet, >vhere losses r,a.n be 

highly wrrelated and bursty. Hmvever, losses on the Internet in general Me not sensitive to 

the actual contents of each packet, and thus if >ve place the encoding into the packets in a 
random order then the independent loss assumption is valid. 

Elias [6] showed that. lhe capacity of the erasure channel is 1 - p and lhal a random 

linear code can be used to t.ransmil over lhe erasure channel at any rate R < 1 - p. This 
means tha,t a. random linear code r,a.n be used to convert a. message of length /ln into a 

transmission of length n from which the message r,a.n be recovered from most portions of 

length greater than Rn. }foreover, every linear code has quadratic time encoding algorithms 
and cubic time decoding algorithms. One cannot hope for better information recovery, but 

1 :\n example of l.l1i~ i~ iUI IVTPEG stream, wl1crc a gmup of pid m·c8 <:<UI consl.iLuLc such a. block. and 

where each symbol corresponds t.o the contents of one packet in the block. The latency incurred by the 
application is proportional t.o the time it. takes between when the first and last. packet of the block is sent., 
plus the one-way travel time through the network. 
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faster encoding and decoding times <uc dcsira.bk, especially fm real- time a.pplications. 
Reed-Solomon codes can be used to t.ransmil al Lhc capacily of the erasure channel with 

mder n log n enwdi ng time ;:wd quadratic dewdi ng time. These codes have rer,ently been 

customir,ed to u>rn pen sate for Internet pad:et loss in real-time transmission of moderate

quality video [ 1]. Even this optimized implementation required the use of dedicated worksta
tions. Transmission of significantly higher quality video requires faster coding algorithms. 

In Lhcory, il is possible lo decode Reed-Solomon codes in time O(n log2 n log log n) (sec, 
[4, Chapter 11.7] and [9, p. 369]). However, for small values of n, quadratic time algorithms 

axe faster than the fast algorithms for the !teed-Solomon based wdes, and for larger values 

of n the O(log:! n log log n) multiplicative overhead in the running time of the fast algorithms 
('vith a moderate sized constant hidden by the big-Oh notation) is large, i.e., in the hundreds 
or largn. 

\Vc oblain vcr_y fasllincar-limc algmit.hms b_y transmitting just bdow channel capacit._y. 
We prod ur,e rate U = 1-p(l +f) wdes along \Vith dewdi ng algorithms that rewver from the 

random loss of a p frar,tion oft he transmitted symbols in time proportional ton ln(I/F), with 

high probability. They can also be encoded in time proportional to n ln( 1/~.:). In Section 7, 
\Ve do this for all E > 0. The fastest previously known encoding and decoding algorithms 
[2] with such a, pcrfonnancc guarantee ha vc run times proportional to n ln( 1/ c)/ c (Sec also 
[:J] for related work.) 

The overall strudu re of our codes are related to wdes introduced in [12] for error

correction. \Ve explain the general construction along ·with the encoding and decoding 
algorithms in Section 2. 

Our encoding and decoding algorilhms arc almost symmetrical. Dolh arc extremely 
simple, computing cxacll_y one XOR operation fm each edge in a, randomly chosen bipar"lilc 
graph. As in many similar a.pplir,ations, the graph is dosen to be sparse, which immediately 

implies that the encoding and decoding algorithms are fast. Unlike many similar applica

tions, the graph is not regular; instead it is quite irregular with a carefully chosen degree 
sequence. \Ve describe the decoding algorithm as a process on the graph in Section :·L Our 
main tool is a model that. characterizes almosl exactly Lhc pcrfonnancc of Lhc decoding 
algorithm a.s a function of the degree sequence of the gra.ph. In Ser,tion 4, we use this 

tool to model the progress of the decoding algorithm by a set of diiferential equations. As 

shuwn in Lemma 1, the solution to these equations can then be expressed as polynomials in 
one variable with coefficients determined by the degree sequence. The positivity of one of 
lhcsc polynomials on the interval (0, 1] with res peel to a paramcln b gua,rant.ccs Lhal, with 
high probability, lhc decoding algmit.hm can recover almost. all lhc message symbols from 
a. loss of up to a 8 fraction of the encoding symbols. The wmplete sucr,ess of the dewding 

algorithm can then be demonstrated by wmbinatorial arguments such as Lemma :3. 
Our analytical tools allow us to almost exactly characterize the performance of the 

decoding algorithm for any given degree sequence. Using these tools, \Ve analyze regular 
graphs in Section 6, and conclude that. they cannot. yidd codes that arc dose lo optimal. 
Henr,e irregular graphs are a ner,essary component of our design. 

Not only do our tools allow us to analyr,e a given degree sequence, but they also help 

us to design good irregular degree sequences. In Section 7 >ve describe, given a parameter 
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( > 0, a degree sequence fm which lhe decoding is successful >vith high probability fm a loss 
fraclion b that is within ( of 1 - R. Although lhese graphs arc irregular, with some nodes 
of degree l/f, the average degree of each nodes is only ln(l/F). This is the main result of 

the p<tper, i.e., a code with encoding ;:wd decoding times proportional to ln(l/F) that can 

recover from a loss fraction that is >vithin E of optimal. 
In Section 9, we sho>v how linear programming techniques can be used to find good 

degree sequences fm the nodes on the righl given a degree sequence for the lcl'l nodes. \\-'e 
demonstrate thef>e techniques by -finding the right degree sequences that are optimal for a 

series of exam pie left degree seq uencef>. 

1.1 Terminology 

The bloek length of a. code is the number of symbols in the transmission. In a systemo.tie 

code, the transmitted symbols can be divided into mfsso.ge symbols and dzfr:k symbols. We 

take the symbols to be elements of GF(2), and all arithmetic operations to be over this field; 
i.e., addition is equivalent to taking the exclusive-or of two elements. The message symbols 
can be chosen fredy, and the check symbols arc compuled from lhe message symbols. The 
T-ale of a code is lhe ratio of the number of message symbols to lhe block length. Fm 
example, in a, code of block length n and rate /l, the encoder takef> a.f> input /ln message 

symbols and produces n symbols to be transmitted. In all of our conf>tructions, we a.sf>ume 

that the symbols are bits. It is easy to extend our constructions to >vork ·with symbols that 
arc packets of bils: where we would lale the surn of two bits, jusl take the bit-wise sum of 
l wo packets. 

2 The Codes 

In this section, we explain the overall construction, as well as the encoding and decoding 

algorithms. We begin by defining a code C(B) >vith n message bits and ;Jn check bits, 
by associating these bits ·with a bipartite graph B. The graph B has n left nodes and 
/in right nodes, cmTesponding to the message bits and lhe check bits, respedivd.y. The 
encoding conf>if>tf> of computing each check bit a.f> the sum of the bits of its neighborf> in H 
(see Figure l(a)l. Thus, the encoding time is propmtiona.l to the number of edges in H. 

The main contribution of our >vork is the design and analysis of the bipartite graph B 
so that the repetition of the following simplistic decoding operation recovers all the missing 
message bits. 

If one knows the value of a check bit and all but one of the message 
bits on which it depends, 

Then the value of the missing message bit can be found by computing 
the sum of the check bit and its known message bits. 

See Figure l(b) for an example of this operation. The advantage of relying solely on this 
recovery operation is that the total decoding time is (at most) proportional to the mnnber 
of edges in the graph. Our main technical innovation is in the design of sparse random 
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